Label-free optical projection tomography for quantitative three-dimensional anatomy of mouse embryo.
Recent progress in three-dimensional optical imaging techniques allows visualization of many comprehensive biological specimens. Optical clearing methods provide volumetric and quantitative information by overcoming the limited depth of light due to scattering. However, current imaging technologies mostly rely on the synthetic or genetic fluorescent labels, thus limits its application to whole-body visualization of generic mouse models. Here, we report a label-free optical projection tomography (LF-OPT) technique for quantitative whole mouse embryo imaging. LF-OPT is based on the attenuation contrast of light rather than fluorescence, and it utilizes projection imaging technique similar to computed tomography for visualizing the volumetric structure. We demonstrate this with a collection of mouse embryo morphologies in different stages using LF-OPT. Additionally, we extract quantitative organ information applicable toward high-throughput phenotype screening. Our results indicate that LF-OPT can provide multi-scale morphological information in various tissues including bone, which can be difficult in conventional optical imaging technique.